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To crystallize the origin and cause of the formation of ethnic identity in East Timor,

the paper is mainly focused on the independence movement of East Timor. The struggle for

independence had continued from colonial rule of Portuguese for four centuries, Japanese

military rule in the Pacific War, and Indonesia’s military control from 1975, with receiving their

various cultures. In the small but multi-ethnic country, this would make complicated a sense of

belonging and influence on the forming of their identity.

So what is the identity for East Timorese? Is it the common identity with West Timor

which is a part of Indonesia, and the west part of Timor Island? If so, their ethnic identity was

formed on the basis of their common race, fundamental culture, and their blood relation.

However, their identity isn’t based on those things but was formed in the process of

Portugal’s colonial occupation. Two different colonial histories of East and West Timor formed

different identities. This unique identity to some colonies which were independent after World

War 2 is called “Colonial Identity”, and this identity surpass the race, fundamental culture, and

even blood relation. To be specific, Colonial Identity is appeared when the colony uses the

culture of the colonizer as a mobilizing symbol for action. The symbol for East Timorese was a

language and religion. In the case of East Timor, Colonial Identity was made by learning

Portuguese colonial policy and considering how to overthrow it in Portuguese inside and

outside of the country, as well as sharing the time of struggling against Portuguese occupation

in unity. Although Portuguese speaker is minority in East Timor, the Portuguese was crucially

important, because the leaders of resistance of the country are Portuguese speakers, such as

Xanana Gusumao, the first president of East Timor. Also, many of Portuguese speakers learned

national liberation movement and revolutionary ideas in African countries which gained

independence from Portuguese in 1970s. In the same time, The Catholic Church also had a key

role in forming Colonial Identity by producing Catholic elite who had education in Catholic

schools. Also, the Catholic Church strengthened their unity by using Tetun, common language

in East Timor, as a ceremony language. Under the rule of Indonesia, Portuguese and Catholic

Church became the tools for appealing to World. They enable East Timorese feel solidarity with

International society.

This process of forming Colonial Identity is same in Indonesia and West Timor. It was

in the Dutch language that they understood what a colonial system was as well as what its

possible overthrow might be. They shared the history of resistance against Dutch. That’s why

Indonesians were not capable of assimilating East Timorese as Indonesian completely. East

Timor didn’t have a history of struggling against Dutch. It is also the same reason that



Indonesia cannot integrate The Philippines and Malaysia into Indonesia after the War. Thus the

Colonial Identity which appeared under the Portuguese rule would be the essential power to

struggle for independence from Indonesia after 1975.

Today, however another problem surfaced as a result of experiencing colonial rules of

two different countries. During the Indonesian rule, new generation had appeared who could

speak Bahasa Indonesia. And they formed different type of Identity appeared through resistance

against Indonesian rule after 1980.

After gaining the independence, Portuguese and Tetun was defined as official

language in the constitution. And Indonesian and English were defined as practical languages.

This determination widened the generation gap between people, because young people in new

generation cannot speak Portuguese.

The Colonial Identity will be transformed in the process of forming national identity,

because it is the new generation who will play important role in the future.

This paper is mainly divided into three parts. Introduction about the basic information

of common race, culture, and blood relation in Timor Island as well as the history of

independence movement of East Timor are given in the first chapter. In the second chapter, The

Negara Timor Raya Movement, or Nation of the Land of Timor movement is explained. This is

the ethnic movement which West Timorese made for creating a unified nation in Timor Island.

In the final chapter, main issue concerning the definition and the cause of appearing the

Colonial Identity under the Portuguese Colonial policy are presented.


